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The Never Story
By S. Johnson

S. Johnson. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Gavin T. Gardner
(illustrator). Paperback. 238 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.5in.Life is miserable for motherless, nineteen-year-old Never,
her only joy found in the small pockets of time she spends with
her hawk Avec, trying to learn how to use her mysterious
wings. The same wings that only get her far enough from the
ground to make it hurt when she crashes. Alone in the village
of her birth thats never felt like home, Nev suffers her fathers
abuses in silence, save for Avecs support and comfort in alltoo-fleeting tea times with the quirky but grandmotherly Nina,
her only human friend. But when forced to take a stand
against her fathers greed, Nev is joined by Avec and Nina on a
journey that changes the fabric of her reality. Learning along
the way that her wings only hint at the potent blood coursing
through her veins, Nev finds herself and the humans she lives
among swept up in the momentum of a brewing war between
her bloodlines that has nothing, and everything to do with her.
Somewhere in the balance, Nev must find her place, seeing for
the first time that good and...
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Reviews
Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky
This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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